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1. Introduction
The senior thesis in Statistics presents an opportunity for a Statistics concentrator to
experience mentored research. This can be a very rewarding experience, giving the student
an opportunity to delve deeply into a topic he or she finds interesting, possibly obtaining
new results along the way. Gaining research experience by writing a senior thesis is
especially useful for students considering graduate school and/or a career in research. A
well-written thesis has cogent, lucid, and engaging discussion both of the literature and of
the student’s own results. The writing process thus provides valuable experience in
statistical communication.
Writing a senior thesis is necessary but not sufficient for an Honors designation in
Statistics. Section 6 contains more information about honors. Since statistics has so many
applications and connections to other fields, the Statistics Department also welcomes joint
concentrations (with departments that allow this); for a joint concentration, a senior thesis
which interweaves the two fields is required.
This document contains guidelines and advice for senior theses in Statistics, and
outlines the department’s policies on Honors designations. The precise rules for senior
theses and Honors designations are subject to change, and are interpreted by the Co-DUS
and the Statistics faculty.
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2. Content and scope
Typically, a senior thesis in Statistics has one of the following three flavors:
1. The analysis of a complex data set in which new methods or modifications of
published methods are required in the analysis. While the thesis does not necessarily
contain an extensive mathematical study of the new methods, it should contain
strong plausibility arguments or simulations supporting the use of the new methods.
2. A mathematical study of an open problem in statistical theory or applications. A
thesis in this area will often contain both a rigorous mathematical approach to the
solution as well as some simulation results.
3. An analysis of a complex data set that advances understanding in a related field,
such as public health, economics, or medical science. While such a thesis may rely
primarily on existing statistical methods, a truly excellent thesis of this type will
contain enough material for at least one if not more publishable papers in the peer
reviewed literature of the related field.
Other flavors are also possible, with approval from the advisor and one of the
Co-Directors of Undergraduate Study. For example, it is possible to write an excellent
senior thesis centered around experimental design (supported by mathematical and/or
simulation results, especially if the experiment has not yet been conducted). A full
bibliography must be included. A good thesis is clear, readable, and well-motivated,
justifying the applicability of the methods used rather than, say, mechanically computing a
bunch of p-values without checking plausibility of the model assumptions or performing
diagnostics. Students should discuss with their advisors and/or the Co-DUS about what
makes for good statistical writing. The junior tutorial (Stat 98) is also highly
recommended for any junior who is contemplating writing a thesis.
There is no minimum or maximum length; a cogently-written 40 page thesis is far
better than an 80 page rambling thesis! Very roughly speaking, 40 - 80 pages is typical
(this estimate is based on using LATEX with a 12 point font and the default margins and
spacings; using LATEX is recommended but not required). But the appropriate length
depends greatly on the topic (as well as the number of plots and tables, etc.). Clarity of
thought, depth of insight into the research questions, and quality of writing are what make a
thesis impressive, not the word count.
Statistics senior theses have been exploring a wide and ever-growing range of
applications, theory, and methods. Some recent topics are listed below, in no particular
order. A vast array of topics are possible, with varying combinations of data analysis,
experimental design, modeling, inference, theoretical results, and simulation results. If
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you’re choosing a topic, make sure to find something you find interesting (so that you’ll
enjoy working on it), with a clearly-defined research question. Finding a topic can be
explored iteratively by meeting with possible advisors; this should be done early. Don’t be
shy about talking to the Co-DUS (Joe Blitzstein and Dave Harrington), professors from
your courses, other professors in the Statistics Department or whose work involves a lot of
statistics, your TFs, and your fellow concentrators!
3. Some recent senior thesis topics
1. Gene expression patterns and ovarian cancer
2. Modeling and estimation using the NEF-CHS distribution
3. Importance sampling for networks with constrained degrees and clustering
4. Computational and statistical approaches to mobile genetic elements in bacterial
genomes
5. Alternatives to placebo controlled studies in medical research
6. Risk factors for depression and anxiety among Harvard undergraduates
7. The diagnosis of respiratory diseases using computerized imaging
8. Regression and principal component analysis on course evaluation data
9. Clustering and resampling for point processes
10. Selection vs. influence in social network analysis
11. Permutation-invariant clustering methods
12. Sparse multidimensional scaling
13. Statistical computing for protein folding
14. Survival analysis for the AIDS epidemic
4. Advisors
Each senior writing a senior thesis in Statistics will have an advisor from the Statistics
Department. In some instances, students writing a thesis with substantial content from
another field (for example, Economics or Sociology) can have someone from this field as
primary advisor or co-advisor; such an advisor must be approved by the Co-Directors of
Undergraduate Studies (Professors Blitzstein and Harrington). Students pursuing a joint
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concentration in Statistics and another field must have an advisor from each of the two
fields. Ordinarily and preferably, the advisors are chosen by the student. A student
requiring help with finding an advisor should meet with one of the Co-Directors of
Undergraduate Studies.
5. Timeline
The most successful thesis experience generally follows a disciplined schedule that
provides plenty of time for research, reflection, and writing, while giving the advisors
sufficient time to comment on drafts and the student sufficient time to make improvements
based on the comments. Keep in mind Hofstadter’s Law: “It always takes longer than you
expect, even when you take into account Hofstadter’s Law.”
Each thesis writer should adhere to the following schedule:
• Junior year: student chooses a possible thesis topic and advisor or advisors. The new
junior tutorial in Statistics (Stat 98), starting in Spring 2012, will help with this
process.
• Summer between junior and senior years: thesis research begins.
• October 1, senior year: formal thesis proposal submitted to advisors and to one of
the Co-DUS. The proposal is a brief, one page outline of the main questions to be
studied, the data or other resources that will be used, and the student’s outline of the
timeline for writing the thesis.
• November 10, senior year: literature review submitted to advisors. The literature
review will consist of a brief outline of relevant literature in the field of the thesis.
Typically, this review serves as the first chapter in the thesis, perhaps with some later
revisions, and will be approximately 15 - 20 pages in length (including the list of
references). While the review should contain an extensive bibliography, it is much
more than a list of published papers. A useful review clearly summarizes the essential
results of the most relevant papers in a coherent, organized manner, and discusses
how these papers will influence or inform the research.
• January 5, senior year: detailed outline of thesis submitted to advisors. If a thesis
will involve substantial data analysis, this outline should be accompanied by initial
analyses, which may include simple data tables, graphics or more sophisticated
models. If the thesis will involve simulation, the outline should include an outline of
the design of the simulations and some early results from the simulations.
• March 1, senior year: complete draft of the thesis due. The draft may be in rough
form, indicating where material will be added, but should contain approximately 80%
of the material that will eventually be in the thesis.
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• April 1, senior year: completed thesis submitted to thesis advisor(s) or to Betsey
Cogswell (Department Administrator).
6. Format
The thesis should be neatly typed, with a font size of 11 or 12 pt. For the typesetting,
EX is recommended but not required (there are many introductions to LATEX online; see,
for example, www.ctan.org/tex-archive/info/mil/mil.pdf for a useful introduction).

LAT

References that were used should be cited, in the main text and in a bibliography. See
http://isites.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=k70847&pageid=icb.page355322 for
Harvard’s policy on plagiarism and using sources.
The thesis should also include an acknowledgements section (to mention people and
institutions that provided various forms of support), and an abstract briefly summarizing
the main motivation, problem, and results.
Two hard copies must be submitted to the thesis advisor in Statistics or to Betsey
Cogswell (Department Administrator) by April 1 of senior year (or the following Monday, if
April 1 is during a weekend). An electronic copy should also be emailed to the thesis
advisor(s).
The two hard copies should be printed on acid free paper and securely bound. There
are various nice ways to do the binding; for example, the binding can be done at Gnomon’s
or with the black spring binders sold at the Coop.
7. Honors Designation in Statistics
Honors designations for honors-eligible Statistics concentrators are based on a
combination of the quality of the senior thesis and performance in Statistics and related
courses. The possible outcomes are no honors, honors, high honors, or highest honors.
These are departmental honors (“English honors”), not to be confused with Latin honors
(cum laude, magna cum laude, summa cum laude). See
http://www.fas.harvard.edu/ advising/honors.html for details on Latin honors.
A GPA of 3.5 or above in Statistics and related courses plus a good thesis are expected
in order for the student to receive honors (or high/highest honors). The 3.5 GPA is a
guideline, not a sharp cutoff, but students with below a 3.5 GPA should be aware that it is
possible not to get honors even if they write a good thesis.
Each thesis has at least two readers: the advisor(s) and possibly additional readers
chosen by the Department (with suggestions from the student welcome). Decisions on
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honors are made by a vote of the Statistics faculty, based on the recommendations of the
thesis readers and performance in Statistics and related courses.
8. Thesis Advice from Statistics Alumni
Some advice and comments on the thesis-writing process from statistics concentrator
alumni is included below. There is a clear consensus that one should start early and make
sure to find an exciting topic and a supportive advisor, and that it’s a challenging but
rewarding experience.
1. I really enjoyed my thesis writing experience, although at times, it seemed like more
of a love-hate relationship. It was tough to force myself to sit down and write, especially
when my non-thesis writing friends seemed to be having so much more fun that I was.
However, writing a thesis was overall a very rewarding experience. It gave me the
opportunity to do real-world statistics research (and since I’m not going into academia, this
was really my only chance) and apply the things that I learned in classes that I have taken
throughout my time at Harvard.
After months of hard work on the thesis, having the final product really gave me a sense
of accomplishment–like I had done something really worthwhile with my senior year. So
while the process of writing the thesis can be a real drag at times, I feel that in retrospect, it
was a really great decision for me. My only advice to future thesis writers would be to make
sure to start early. Ideally, have a topic before the end of junior year and work on the
thesis over the summer a little bit so that your feet are at least a little wet by the time the
real work begins during senior year.
2. For future concentrators, I would suggest working on research with one of the
professors much earlier than junior summer, and [participating in research meetings] so
that there is plenty of time to decide whether or not to do a thesis. Working on something I
thought was worthwhile and novel was much more motivating to my thesis writing than any
other factor.
3. If you are considering doing research after college, the senior thesis can be a chance
to find out whether a particular area of statistics motivates you and to gain a baseline
knowledge of the literature in that area.
I continued on to PhD studies in statistics, and writing my thesis gave me an area of
focus before I even entered graduate school. Identifying a general research interest early was
an important advantage: the skills I picked up while writing my thesis allowed me to begin
consulting and collaborations leading to my dissertation right away. Having a specialty also
meant that I was able to assist with teaching more advanced courses and answer questions
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from other (older!) graduate students. I imagine that the same advantages exist if your
thesis focuses on an applied topic and you are considering graduate studies in that field.
If you find out that you’d rather be working in a different specialty, you have learned
something important. And, if you learn from writing your thesis that research is not your
interest, that is worth discovering before you sign up for graduate school! Expertise in a
specific field can be an advantage in any post-college pursuit (and can set you apart at job
interviews).
4. Writing a thesis is probably the best decision I made in my college career, and I can
boil down the “why” into four main reasons:
1) It’s fun! In the academic sense, that is. After so many years of by-the- book,
structured education (not that there’s anything wrong with that), it’s refreshing to learn
without problem sets. I was free to explore off on any tangent that piqued my interest, with
as little or as much instruction as I needed. It’s exciting, to get to build your own
“coursework” based solely on what interests you.
2) I learned a ton. There’s the surface stuff - I got way better at R and Latex, for
example. But more importantly, I now have an “area of expertise.” It’s cool to have a very
in-depth knowledge of one small corner of statistics, and to feel like the expert in my
(incredibly narrow) field.
3) It’s a good trial run for graduate school. Schoolwork and research are totally different
animals, and you don’t know which one you will like until you try both. I was pretty sure,
but not 100% convinced, that I wanted to get a Ph.D. - after writing a thesis, and
discovering how much I enjoyed research, I now am certain. You don’t want to jump into
something as big as Ph.D. research unless you’re sure it’s your cup of tea.
4) Personal pride. I can’t say I put is much into my classes as I could have, but I’m
leaving college with a very real academic achievement: 120 pages, gloriously bound on
acid-free paper, of my research. That’s a cool feeling, I promise you.
In summary: Thesis writing let me get a jump start on real research, with the resources
of Harvard, a top Statistics department, and a fantastic advisor all at my disposal. That’s
quite a unique opportunity, and I’ll always be glad I took advantage of it!
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